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Parties are free to contract in any way they see fit so long
as their contract does not violate public policy. Likewise,
the parties to a contract may agree to allocate the risks of
loss between them — including pre-performance exoneration of a
negligent service provider from the consequences of its own
negligence  —  if  their  consent  to  such  risk  allocation  is
mutual.
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Oklahoma courts judge the existence of mutuality of consent,
in  part,  by  determining  whether  the  parties  enjoy
sufficiently-equal bargaining power. This inquiry depends on
the importance of the requested service to the economic well-
being of the party seeking the service, and the nature of the
market providing that service. On the one hand, courts are
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more likely to conclude that a customer seeking a service it
wants but does not need in a market with numerous providers is
on equal footing with the service provider. On the other, a
customer seeking a necessary service offered by few providers,
or offered by many providers that demand similarly onerous
contract terms, has no power to allocate risks in a way more
beneficial to it. The choice between accepting unfavorable
terms hoping nothing goes wrong or declining the necessary
service altogether is no choice at all.

These  principles  apply  to  oilfield  service  contracts.
Undoubtedly, the economic risks in the oilfield are high.
Although pre-service allocation of the risks is preferable,
only a negotiated — and thus mutually agreed allocation of
risks based upon equality of bargaining power — will pass
judicial muster.

THE OKLAHOMA LAW IN GENERAL
A basic premise of Oklahoma law, and indeed contract law in

general, is that parties are free to contract as they see fit,1

as long as the contract is not contrary to law or violative of

public  policy.2  However,  Oklahoma  prohibits  contracts  that
attempt to exempt a contracting party from responsibility for
its own fraud, willful injury to persons or property, gross

negligence or that otherwise violate public policy.3

Oklahoma distinguishes between various risk-shifting tools —

broadly characterized as “exculpatory provisions,”4 — including
limitation  of  liability  clauses,  indemnity  provisions  and
exculpatory  clauses.  Because  under  certain  circumstances
exculpatory provisions are valid and enforceable, they are
ubiquitous in modern commercial life. Oklahoma courts enforce
exculpatory  clauses  only  if:  1)  they  “clearly  and
unambiguously” exonerate the defendant with respect to the
claim;  2)  there  exists  no  significant  difference  in  the
bargaining  power  between  the  contracting  parties;  and  3)



enforcement will not otherwise violate public policy.5 While an
exculpatory provision need not mention the word “negligence”

to be valid,6 the agreement to exculpate must be clear from an

examination of the entire contract.7 An exculpatory clause is
sufficiently  clear  and  unambiguous  when  it  identifies  the

party to be indemnified and the nature and extent of damages.8

As  for  equality  in  bargaining,  courts  have  traditionally
concluded  that  public  policy  forbids  enforcement  of
exculpatory provisions in 1) bailment contracts, 2) employment
contracts, 3) contracts with common carriers, 4) contracts
with  innkeepers  and  5)  utilities  contracts.9  In  these
instances, courts perceive that the service provider enjoys
vastly  superior  bargaining  power  over  the  consumer.  Not
incidentally,  these  service  providers  often  use  adhesion
contracts — “standardized contract[s] prepared entirely by one

party to the transaction for the acceptance of the other.”10

Adhesion contracts are take-it-or-leave-it since “the services
that are the subject of the contract cannot be obtained except

by acquiescing to the form agreement.”11 By definition, the
parties to an adhesion contract do not share equal bargaining

positions.12

That  a  contract  is  one  of  adhesion  (with  the  consequent
presumption  of  lack  of  equal  bargaining  power)  is  not
sufficient,  standing  alone,  to  invalidate  an  exculpatory
provision.  Instead,  Oklahoma  courts  require  evidence  of
something more than a slight disparity in bargaining power
between the parties to nullify an exculpatory provision. When
the  disparity  of  bargaining  power  renders  the  freedom  to
contract illusory, an exculpatory clause is unenforceable.

In Trumbower v. Sports Car Club of America, Inc.,13 the court
recognized guidelines for determining whether the contracting
parties enjoy relatively equal bargaining positions. First,



courts should “generally consider categories of individuals

rather than a particular individual.”14 Second, courts must
weigh “the importance which the subject matter of the contract
has  for  the  physical  or  economic  well-being  of  the  party

agreeing to release the other party.”15 And, the court must
consider  “the  existence  and  extent  of  competition  among
[service providers] measured by the amount of free choice the

[consumer].”16

Applying Trumbower, Oklahoma courts have enforced exculpatory

provisions when the activity at issue is a hobby or sport.17

Moreover,  the  releasing  party  is  not  forced  to  use  a

particular vendor or, ultimately, to engage in the activity.18

Correspondingly,  Oklahoma  courts  have  approved  exculpatory
provisions where the contracting party presumably had wide

choice in service providers.19

Some jurisdictions presume that commercial parties generally
enjoy  equal  bargaining  power  while  assuming  that  ordinary

consumers do not.20 However, Oklahoma law mandates that courts
consider the economic realities of the transaction, not the
parties’ relative sophistication. Each case stands on its own

facts.21

OKLAHOMA LAW AS APPLIED TO OILFIELD SERVICE CONTRACTS
All  or  some  variation  of  the  recognized  risk-shifting
mechanisms — releases, limitation of liability clauses, and
indemnity provisions — “are widespread in oilfield contracts”
since,  like  most  businesses,  providers  and  consumers  of
oilfield services benefit from assuring clear allocation of

risks at the outset of the contractual relationship.22 Some
oilfield contracts contain indemnity provisions (also known as
knock-for-knock provisions) that require each party to assume
all  risk  associated  with  its  equipment  and  personnel



regardless of fault.23  Often, the parties contemplate that

they will insure their respective contractual obligations.24

 Other  oilfield  contracts  treat  service  providers  more

favorably.25  Finally,  operators  may  use  master  service
agreements with contractual terms favorable to them and which
allow them to contract with service providers before any work
is  performed,  ideally  permitting  the  parties  to  negotiate

terms in a lower pressure environment.26

Oilfield exculpatory clauses are typically clearly delineated

and, in any case, are well known in the industry.27 Therefore,
courts  may  conclude  that  such  agreements  “clearly  and
unambiguously” exonerate the intended party. Nonetheless, as
three cases applying Oklahoma law demonstrate, because pre-
work risk allocation in the oilfield is legally appropriate
only when it results from relative arm’s length bargaining,
the economic reality of the bargaining positions between the
parties is the paramount consideration.

In  Mohawk  Drilling  Co.  v.  McCullough  Tool  Co.,28  while
performing  “specialized”  work  on  Mohawk’s  well,  McCullough
lost equipment downhole requiring Mohawk to rework the well.
The purchase order stated that McCullough “shall not be held
liable or responsible for any loss, damage or injury” to the

well  resulting  from  the  work  it  performed.29  The  evidence
showed that, because other companies that could have performed
the same specialized work used contracts containing similar
exculpatory language, the well owner could not obtain the

necessary service without exculpating the service provider.30

Although Mohawk predates Schmidt,31 the Mohawkcourt employed
the same factors — economic necessity of the requested service
and  availability  of  the  service  in  the  market  free  of
exculpatory  provisions  —  in  determining  that  McCullough
“enjoyed  much  greater  bargaining  strength”  so  that  the



exculpatory contract was “against [Oklahoma] public policy.”32

More than 30 years later, in Kinkead v. W. Atlas Int’l, Inc.,33

Kinkead orally contracted with Western to remove the drill
string when it became impacted in the borehole. Before Kinkead
executed a written work order, Western lost the drill string
in the casing which ultimately resulted in abandonment of the
well. First, since the evidence showed that the exculpatory
language  at  issue  was  common  in  the  industry,  the  court
rejected  Kinkead’s  argument  that  the  oral  agreement  with
Western did not contain the same exculpatory language as the

written  agreement.34  Second,  Western  offered  evidence  that
Kinkead could have contracted with other companies that either
did not require, or would have negotiated to remove or modify,
similar exculpatory language. Consequently, impliedly weighing
the same factors as the Mohawk court, the court concluded that
the evidence was sufficient to sustain the jury verdict for

Western.35

Finally,  in  Arnold  Oil  Props.,  LLC  v.  Schlumberger  Tech.

Corp.,36 Arnold contracted with Schlumberger, whose contract
contained both a knock-for-knock indemnity provision and a
limitation of liability clause. The court concluded that the
evidence  at  trial  was  sufficient  to  support  the  jury’s
determination that Arnold and Schlumberger were in unequal
bargaining positions because: 1) the service was “critical” to
Arnold’s operations; 2) a limited number of providers could
perform the services and/or most if not all providers used
similar exculpatory language; and 3) the exculpatory terms of

three  other  providers’  contracts  were  non-negotiable.37  The
court  further  noted  that  Schlumberger’s  contract  did  not
permit  the  customer  to  bargain  for  a  higher  limit  on

liability.38

A review of cases applying Oklahoma law reveals that chief



among the factors to be resolved in determining whether to
enforce an exculpatory provision in an oilfield contract is
the number of service providers and whether most, if not all,
service  providers  demand  inclusion  of  similarly  burdensome
exculpatory provisions. If providers in the market insist on
the  same  contractual  provisions,  without  meaningful
negotiation and as a pre-condition to performing economically
essential services, the contract clause is unenforceable. The
size  and  sophistication  of  the  provider  relative  to  the
customer is not pertinent to the inquiry. Though the customer
may  eventually  opt  to  accept  the  offered  terms  from  the
provider rather than pay a higher contract price, it must be
given a meaningful opportunity to do so. In the absence of the
opportunity to negotiate terms, there is no mutual consent.

Oklahoma  is  not  alone  in  recognizing  the  fundamental
importance of economic reality in oilfield risk allocation.
According to USA Today, as of Dec. 31, 2011, Texas had the
most oil reserves of any state in the country while Louisiana

had the 10th highest.39 To level the playing field between
powerful  producers  and  the  less  powerful  contractors  who,
though forced to indemnify the producers against their own
negligence could not procure insurance to adequately cover the
risk,  both  states  enacted  statutes  that  generally  void

oilfield indemnity clauses.40 Louisiana and Texas made public
policy choices based not on the contracting parties’ knowledge
and  sophistication,  but  on  the  perceived  inequality  of
bargaining between equally sophisticated commercial entities.
Though not codified in statute, Oklahoma law is similar.

CONCLUSION
Undoubtedly, form contracts and industry custom reflect past
economic  conditions  in  the  oilfield;  but,  the  market  for
oilfield services is far from static. In recent years, oil and
gas production in the United States has markedly increased.
During periods of lower production service providers may be
more willing to compete for work and more willing to accept



greater  risk.  It  is  equally  true  that,  during  periods  of
higher  production,  demand  for  services  outstrips  supply,
increasing  competition  for  scarce  resources.  These  market
factors are magnified when the services provided are highly
specialized — which means a decreased number of available
service providers.

Oklahoma case law prudently elevates economic realities over
industry  custom.  Where  the  service  purchaser’s  ability  to
obtain an essential service is limited either because there
are  few  providers  and/or  because  most  providers  require
acceptance of the same non-negotiable exculpatory language,
exculpatory agreements may be unenforceable. Thus, in terms of
commercial entities, knowledgeable in the field, the decisive
factor  is  not  whether  the  exculpatory  language  is
unequivocally clear. Instead, at issue is the economic reality
underlying the presumed freedom of the parties to strike a
deal.

In Oklahoma no party is forced to insure against risks for
which it was not afforded a chance to bargain. It is unfair to
shift the burden of loss to the operator when it has no power
to protect itself. Oklahoma case law is clear: each party to a
contract must be allowed to balance the risks against the cost
of the service provided. A contract which deprives the party
of its freedom to negotiate risk allocation likely violates
Oklahoma law.
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